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To waggle or not to waggle

Matt Terzo, PGA Instructor at the Del Mar Golf Center shows why many tour

professionals use a one piece takeaway "waggle" instead of a traditional

waggle.

If we can help you with your game, please

Get hold of us >Get hold of us >
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If you know someone who’s inexperienced or just starting the game, they’ll

often feel compelled to pick up before they finish the hole. Why deny them

the fun of holing out for a score? Why not change it up a bit? Rather than

them having to pick up, why not have them drop a ball and start from

where they’re likely to score a five or better? Then they’ll enjoy the thrill of

holing out, as well as the occasional really low score.

Golf is almost unlimited in the fun you can create. 

Contact us to make it happen.

   

 

What are you buying?
 

 

http://www.delmargolfcenter.com/contactus


There’s already too much that is "random" in golf. You want a relationship

with your irons that will add certainty.   

 

There’s quite a large group of golfers

who arrive at the club NOT knowing

whether they’ll shoot in the mid 90s

or high 70s that day. The way they

strike their iron shots can be so off

one day and so perfect another.

 

 

Does your golf swing require

difficult-to-repeat compromises?

Do your brain and body intuitively

have to compensate for poorly

fitted golf equipment? That’s why

Professionals desire a simple swing

and fitted equipment. It adds

certainty.

 

 

 

Certainty adds enjoymentCertainty adds enjoyment
Let’s help you make sure you have a setup that makes it easier to add more

certainty to your golf days ahead. 

 

Come see us >Come see us >
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Read the wind
 

 

“It’s a one-club wind” is a very misleading statement. A golfer hitting a long

iron in a particular wind might only experience a 20% reduction in distance,

yet when they get down to the short irons, the impact in the same wind

might be as high as 40%.

 

 

Improve your decision makingImprove your decision making
Choose to get better at making good shot selection decisions and better

club selection choices. As you play add to your “golf intelligence” by

discovering the impact 10, 20, and 30mph winds have on the distances you

hit clubs. Start with an accompanied play session with us.

Contact us >Contact us >
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This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Matt Clay and is provided as a

service for the members and guests of Del Mar Golf Center and has been supported

and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For any queries

contact us on 858-509-5130.
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